
Storytime 
All about…Bedtime! 

Welcome Song 
 

Can’t Wait to Celebrate By: Jim Gill 
 

We clap our hands when we get together, clap 
our hands to celebrate.   

Clap our hands when we get together,  
my friends and I can hardly wait…... 

 To stamp our feet when we get together… 
To wave hello when we get together… 

To bounce up and down when we get together… 
To clap our hands when we get together... 

Stories 
 

I Dream of an Elephant By: Ami Rubinger  
Chicks Run Wild By: Sudipta Bardhan-Quallen 
Don’t Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late By: Mo Willems 
The Napping House By: Aubrey Wood 
Cornelius P. Mud, Are You Ready For Bed? By: Barney Saltzberg 
Dinosaur VS Bedtime By: Bob Shea 

Songs 
 

Bubblegum By: Dr. Jean 
  

Bubblegum, bubblegum, chewy, chewy, chewy, chewy, 
chewy bubblegum.   

Bubblegum, bubblegum, chewy, chewy, chewy, chewy, 
chewy bubblegum.   

I love it!  I love it!  Chewy, chewy, chewy, chewy, chewy  
bubblegum.   

I love it!  I love it!  Chewy, chewy, chewy, chewy, chewy   

bubblegum. 

 

Hands are for Clapping By: Jim Gill 
  

Hands are for clapping, clapping to this song.   
Hands are for clapping, let’s all clap along.   
Toes are for tapping, tapping to this song.   

Toes are for tapping, let’s all tap along. 
Fingers are for snapping, snapping to this song.   

Fingers are for snapping, let’s all snap along.   
Knees are for slapping, slapping to this song.   

Knees are for slapping, let’s all slap along. 
Teeth are for brushing, brushing to this song. 
Teeth are for brushing, let’s all brush along. 

Hands are for clapping... 

Goodbye Song 
 

On my face I have a nose, 
and way down here I have ten toes. 

I have two eyes that I can blink, 
and I have a head to help me think. 

I have a chin and very near  
I have two ears to help me hear. 

I have a mouth that I use to speak, 
and when I run I use my feet. 

I have two arms to hold up high, 
and here’s a hand to wave goodbye. 

Felt Board Rhymes 
 

Five Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed 
 

5 little monkeys jumping on the bed, one fell off 
and bumped his head.  Mama called the doctor 
and the doctor said, “No more monkeys jumping 

on the bed!” 
4 little monkeys… 
3 little monkeys… 
2 little monkeys… 
1 little monkey... 




